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Subject Code LSGI523 

Subject Title Smart Cities: Technologies and Solutions 

Credit Value 3 

Level 5 

Pre-requisite/      
Co-requisite/ 
Exclusion 

Nil 

Objectives 

 

This course aims to provide an in-depth view into the core concepts of smart 
cities, the key technologies that underpin their developments, as well as 
various urban solutions and policy implications. Students will obtain a 
comprehensive view of the history and evolution of smart cities, the role of 
new technologies (e.g., urban computing, spatial data infrastructure, artificial 
intelligence, internet of things), as well as government structures, ideologies 
and notions of citizenship in shaping Smart City initiatives. 

Intended Learning 
Outcomes 

 

Upon completion of the subject, students will be able to: 

a. Identify salient spatial, technological and governance characteristics of 
smart cities 

b. Obtain in-depth knowledge of emerging technologies and solutions for 
smart city developments 

c. Participate in a social science discourse on smart city developments in 
Hong Kong, the Greater Bay Area (GBA) and beyond 

d. Critically analyze and evaluate smart city initiatives with respect to 
contents, sectors, governance and citizenship, and meanwhile, develop 
ideas to design smart city initiatives 

Subject Synopsis/ 
Indicative Syllabus 

 

1. Introduction to smart cities 

• Smart city concepts, characteristics, and components 

• History and evolution of smart cities 

• Overview of the state-of-art technologies 
2. Smart city infrastructures and technologies 

• Urban sensing and internet of things 

• Spatial big data analytics 

• Artificial intelligence 

• Information and communication technologies (ICTs) 

• 3D spatial data infrastructure 

• Cloud & edge computing 

• Urban computing 

• Robotics 

• Human-Machine Interactions 
 



3. Smart city solutions – perspectives from governments, industries, and 
academia. 

• Smart governance (e.g., Common Spatial Data Infrastructure and 
interoperability) 

• Smart environment (e.g., urban air quality monitoring and control; 
water pollution, urban heat island; urban light pollution; urban tree 
management) 

• Smart mobility (e.g., traffic management in cities; walkability) 

• Smart economy (e.g., financial technologies; smart tourism; 
construction and property management) 

• Smart living (e.g., ageing population; smart home; sustainable urban 
development) 

• Smart people (e.g., education on smart cities) 
4. Privacy and ethics 
5. Student innovation on future smart cities 

• Direct students to propose a new idea on smart cities in one of the six 
areas mentioned above (or beyond) using the latest technologies 

• Write a report on the feasibility, design and implementation of the idea 

• Use PolyU Campus or the city of Hong Kong as a living laboratory for 
the design 

• Present on the design to the whole class and invite guests from 
industry or public sectors who are interested in smart cities proposals 

Teaching/Learning 
Methodology  

1. Lectures and seminars to explain smart city concepts, government 
practices, and technological innovations in smart cites. 

2. Extracurricular reading and in-class presentations to reinforce learning 
experiences  

3. A final report that allows students to provide a comprehensive review 
of smart city development & initiatives in contemporary cities, along with their 
proposed urban solutions by incorporating the latest smart city technologies. 

Assessment 
Methods in 
Alignment with 
Intended Learning 
Outcomes 

 
Specific assessment 
methods/tasks  

% 
weighting 

Intended subject learning 
outcomes to be assessed (Please 
tick as appropriate) 

a b c d   
1. Continuous 

Assessment 
100%       

Total  100%   
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